
-- Farmhand Kitchen Reviews --  

"Corporate holiday functions are never an easy event to plan. After my 
experience with Farmhand Kitchen for catering our 2017 holiday party, I 
have one less thing to worry about now. 

Erin Cochran was extremely easy to work with and the value of what you get 
(service, quality of the food, peace of mind, etc.) exceeded my expectations. 
Erin worked with us on the menu and the food was typical of a high quality 
restaurant instead of your typical rubbery meatball appetizer and cardboard 
chicken breast you would normally find at corporate functions. Moreover, all 
of the Farmhand Kitchen staff were attentive and even went out of their way 
to accommodate unplanned requests.  

When a vegetarian guest mentioned how much she loves polenta, (she is 
vegetarian, the polenta was not), Chef Cochran immediately whipped up a 
vegetarian version of the polenta for the guest. This was just one small 
example that typifies the level of service and care that Farmhand Kitchen 
gave to our holiday party. 

All and all, Farmhand Kitchen performed above and beyond what I 
expected and certainly what I thought my budget can afford. Furthermore, 
they cleaned up at the end of the night, leaving the venue as spotless as it was 
when they first arrived. Not only was my company pleased, the venue 
management were also quite happy. 

I would highly recommend Farmhand Kitchen for any catered function!" - 
Jenn, Private Events Coordinator, Menlo Park 

 
 
"Farmhand has hosted several of our office events ranging from holiday 
parties to more casual office mixers. They are reliable, professional, service 
oriented and capable of working with a range of budgets. We were able to 
collaborate on the menu creating a variety of culturally influenced dishes 
and artisanal cocktails. The quality of farm to table and organically sourced 
ingredients, many of which grown on their own farm, made the difference in 
taste and experience than our usual catering options. No one will leave 
hungry, and as our employees have unanimously voiced "we want 
Farmhand to host all our office events moving forward." Ginny, Private 
Events Coordinator, Oakland 


